


What is online hate speech?



Our working definition

“Any online content targeting someone/ a group based on 

protected characteristics…”

Race or ethnicity

Religious belief

Sexual orientation

Transgender status

Disability



Our working definition

“… with the intent or likely effect of inciting, spreading or promoting 

hatred or other forms of discrimination.”

Intent: When someone purposely did it to spread hatred

Likely effect: By doing it, that person was spreading hatred, even if 

they claim they did not do this on purpose



Our working definition

“Any online content targeting someone/ a group 

based on protected characteristics with the intent or 

likely effect of inciting, spreading or promoting hatred

or other forms of discrimination.”



Giving hate a platform? (1/2)



Giving hate a platform? (2/2)



Key take-aways

When discussing “free speech” and its limits, it helps to consider concrete cases, and critical to think of the human beings 
and groups impacted by that speech. This activity is an attempt to move us beyond abstract principles.

De-platforming is not without its risks, and drawing the line around what counts as acceptable speech will at times be 
challenging – but that debate is itself part of how we define and strengthen our values as a society.

In a social media context, there has been a useful distinction made between “freedom of speech” and “freedom of 
reach” – “there is no right to algorithmic amplification” (Renee DiResta) – we can and should be asking why certain types of 
content are allowed and algorithmically promoted on platforms – that is responsibility, not censorship.

In a social media context, the evidence so far does not suggest that de-platforming someone will turn them into a 
martyr and increase their following (e.g. Alex Jones case in Aug 2018: YouTube, Facebook & Apple de-platforming halved 
visits to Infowars and video views, even before Twitter de-platformed – NYT analysis). 
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